The Bookcase Micromuseum and lending library opened in September, 2014. Since then, it
has hosted two festivals, eleven exhibitions, and has lent out almost two hundred books. The
Bookcase hosts exhibitions of collections and ephemera, and sometimes of odd objects, art
works, or interventions. Students, staff, and faculty members in Visual Arts are the main visitors
to the museum, but the festivals (including the 2016 Mushroom Festival, the 2016 Whine and
Cheese Festival), have expanded the draw of The Bookcase, bringing in people from across
campus and beyond.
Unlike most micromuseums, which count in their number museums of toilet seats, everyday
objects, hair, barbed wire, gophers, hats, electronics, death ephemera, and virtually any object or
idea that has captured the passion of a collector, The Bookcase functions without a collection.
On the one hand, a lack of objects grants the museum a certain flexibility and an ability to change
with changing times. In this, The Bookcases works more like a collector-run-centre and less like
a micromuseum. But on the other hand, a lack of collection precludes the kind of deep analysis
of objects that can be found in the hundreds or even thousands of scattered collections held
in tiny institutions across the world. In fact, The Bookcase grew out of a research project on
such collections as a way to better understand how they operate alongside and occasionally in
contention with major institutions.
The Bookcase is open Wednesday afternoons, by chance, or by appointment. Like most
micromuseums, it is most likely ephemeral. But for the time it is open, all are welcome.
Kirsty Robertson
January, 2017

This catalogue and the ongoing running of The Bookcase micromuseum
and lending library are made possible by the Western University Faculty
Research Development Fund.
Photos by Jennifer Martin, Kim Neudorf, Kirsty Robertson

It’s Almost As If We’ve Existed: Contemporary Art in
LGBT Archives

Genevieve Flavelle

Nicki Green, It’s Almost as if We’ve Existed (Tres in Una), 2015.
Glazed earthenware. 15.5” x 12” x 3.5” in Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects: Legends and Mythologies, ONE National Gay
and Lesbian Archives, March 21- July2 015, Los Angeles CA.

Three graces lean casually against one another. Arms snake across backs and shoulders, a
jug is casually balanced on a hip. Fully naked the graces stare out from their home on the
surface of a sacred earthenware vessel. The grace on the right tilts her head up, her gaze
confronting the viewer with seductive contempt or perhaps knowing defiance as her beauty eschews binary gender. Commanding an unknown mythology the vessel is crowned with
six floral patterned phalluses and supported by a base depicting a magic well protected by
crossed broken swords and delicate pansy flowers.

L: Craig Calderwood, This world will soon be ours, 2015. Pen on Cotton Paper, 18” x 24”.
in Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects: Legends and Mythologies, ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archives, March 21- July
11, 2015, Los Angeles CA.

Detail laden patterns push against each other as reality chafes against the unknown. In
a marital style portrait, lifelong trans activist Angela Keyes Douglas reaches her hand up
to meet the talon tipped fingers of her reptilian companion Randy Towers. Theirs hands
connect in an affirmation of trans-extraterrestrial solidarity. Small alien heads anointed
with three-pronged gender markers float in Douglas’s glasses, visions of liberation by otherworldly means reflect back at us.

R: Morgan Sea, Transsexual Dream Girls in The Conceptual Archives of Queer Eros and Ephemera, 2016. Comic strip; in
Tape Condition: Degraded, Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives, June 16- September 23, 2016, Toronto ON. Photo: Toni
Hafkenscheid.

After negotiating a complex range of feelings while watching a porn VHS with trans
performers from the CLGA archives Morgan Sea falls through the light activated pixels of
her sex filled tv screen and finds herself in a dream world built on porn. Awaking on the
equestrian hindquarters of trans-porn-heartthrob turned centaur-transgender-avenger
Megan Chavalier, Sea is introduced to trans legacies unknown to the archives. Just as she
is about to lay hands on her dream porn tape—“Toppy Femme Mean Girls”—the pixels
flicker and the dream world crumbles due to exterior conservative threats and material
degradation.

Forming a triad of speculative transgender pasts and futures, these works of art

discourse of Art History. Queer histories of art and the non-heterosexual

dwell in a common liminal space between fact and fiction, history and fantasy.

sexualities of many canonical artists have seldom been acknowledged in

Inspired by what is unearthed from LBGT archives, and what in turn is not found,

galleries or art historical texts. In fact for a long time queer content or context

the pieces occupy resounding absences with the imaginary. Gay and Lesbian

has been actively silenced, avoided and disassociated in the institutionalized art

archives may seem unlikely places for the imaginary and contemporary, or even

world. This exclusion has been enacted both through the written discourse of

art. However, in the last decade, in addition to their usual work as repositories

art history and through gallery display frameworks. Because of these practices

and community hubs, LGBT archives have increasingly become sites of display.

it is not surprising, for example, that scholar Jennifer Doyle found an unlabeled

The power of display to articulate legitimacy and constitute historical narratives

unabashedly homoerotic Andy Warhol print in her long standing local LA gay bar

has spurred artistic, activist, and scholarly investment in exhibition making and

rather than the massive Warhol retrospect at the Los Angeles County Museum

creative historical agitation. When I was invited to write an essay for the Bookcase

of Art.1 For previous generations of queer or trans artists whose work was met

catalogue, I settled on the topic of art exhibitions in LGBT archives because of

with disdain or hostility recognition may only arrive posthumously if a friend or

the Bookcase’s inventive micro exhibitions and my own investment in queer art

lover held on to their undervalued works. Current generations of queer and trans

histories. The Bookcase exhibitions, which take place on one to two shelves of a

artists who are finding themselves without legacies or representation in the art

bookcase, are both interesting stand-alone projects and paths into the contents

world are turning to community built archive collections in search of these artists

of the larger book collection in which they are staged. This essay considers two

and histories.

art exhibitions at two different archives; the Los Angeles based ONE National

Like any archive however, community constructed gay and lesbian

Gay and Lesbian Archives, which began curating art exhibitions in 2011, and now

archives are limited by the bias of their builders. Though many community archives

employs a curators, and Toronto’s Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives (CLGA),

were originally built piecemeal by amateur archivists or activist organizations,

which formed a volunteer curatorial committee to run a devoted gallery space

the archives were made possible through personal or organizational resources

in 2009.

that securely housed expanding collections and advocated for funding. The result
is archives that tell few stories well, and reflect the dominant representation of

Display plays a constitutive role in the construction and dissemination of

economically or racially privileged subjects. As artists and historians increasingly

hegemonic histories. Art histories are largely built through collecting and display

search for material from marginalized narratives, questions of how to address

practices at galleries and museums, supported and propelled by the symbiotic

absence, difficult knowledge, and uncomfortable excesses become central.

Rumors, gossip, and ghost stories become compelling.

and legitimacy of trans lives while performing a queer critique of the formats of

Display offers an avenue of discourse that can skirt the potholes and

institutional knowledge.

roadblocks of typical historical research. The physical display of objects allows

Grandiose claims of singular historical knowledge made by hegemonic

a matrix of non-linear and atemporal relations to be cast. In her study of display

cultural custodians such as the British Museum and the Smithsonian,

practices Celiné Condorelli asserts that practices of display, “change the way

respectively producing programs and exhibitions titled The History of the World

we see things, but are also a transformation of the things themselves as well as

in 100 Objects, and American History in 101 Objects, seemingly beg parody.

2

ourselves, in a process that corresponds to the alteration of existing conditions”.

MOTHA has responded with an ongoing series of temporary exhibitions and

She argues that display practices have the ability to alter existing conditions and

publications titled Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects. The first exhibition in 2015

assert if an object should be recognized or valued as an object at all. Display and

subtitled Legends and Mythologies took place at Los Angeles’s ONE National

its corresponding practices of physical and intellectual support have the ability

Gay and Lesbian Archives. Because MOTHA does not have a collection or display

to make invisible conditions visible, and breathe life into objects that previously

space of its own (alas always “under construction”) Vargas borrows both space

went without value. Curatorial and artist projects are increasingly becoming

and material from existing collections such as the ONE Archives. Using local

important sites in which histories are questioned and constituted at the complex

archives or art collections also allows each iteration of the exhibition to focus

intersections of evidence and absence.

on locally situated histories.4 Rather than present a direct selection from the

Given that few formal works of art by transgender artists have been

archive’s extensive holdings however, 99 Objects: Legends and Mythologies

collected or recorded, it follows that The Museum of Transgender Hirstory*

presented nine objects comprised of a mix of commissioned contemporary

and Art (MOTHA) is forever “under construction”. MOTHA is the creation of

work by trans artists and historical materials from the archives. Making little

contemporary artist Chris E. Vargas. The fictional museum allows Vargas to

distinction between the two categories, the exhibition sought to do away with

creatively stage both critique and celebration. The project seeks to “bring

tidy boundaries between the known and the unknowable. Vargas states the

a cohesive visual history of transgender culture into existence”, while also

exhibition, “embraces partial facts, rumors, and maybes, recognizing that the

questioning if such a history is productive or even possible. Vargas considerately

archive is incomplete and not every truth has left a trace”.5 The selected works

employs a variety of legitimizing platforms such as; lectures, exhibitions, artist

by contemporary artists Tuesday Simillie, Wu Tsang and RJ Messino, Sam Lopes,

awards, and public programs to promote trans artists, historians, and scholars.

Nicki Green, Craig Calderwood, and Emmett Ramstad engage with, “the real

Careful tongue in cheek manipulation allows Vargas to promote the visibility

and imagined pre-histories of the identity and community formation we call

3

transgender.”6

mythological figures and practices. Her contemporary ceramic works are

The choice to bring together contemporary artists, unlikely historical

deftly crafted to look as if they have been unearthed from a previous society

figures and unknown histories is purposeful. Vargas seeks to confront the past

that celebrated and honored the mysteries of gender. Craig Calderwood’s

and resist seeking out “clean narratives or faultless figureheads”.7 The exhibition

This World Will Soon Be Ours (2015) celebrates trans activist Angela Douglas,

performs the two-fold task of drawing on scholarly histories and theories of

whose proclivities for conspiracy theories, intergalactic alliances, and “difficult

trans art to expand transgender histories; while also interrogating the structures

personality” are a point of historical tension and as Abram J. Lewis argues,

through which art is made and historicized. Jennifer Tyburczy has termed this

make it difficult to “recuperate Douglas as a transparently rational, politicized,

practice queer curatorship and she defines it as,

and agential historical subject”.9 Douglas who founded the first chapter of the
Transsexual Action League in 1970 in Los Angeles has, however, been increasingly

a curatorial activity that can highlight and rearrange normative

reconstructed “not as a socially disposable indigent with a colorful past but as a

narratives about what it means to be a historically and geographically

key forerunner to a global social justice movement”.10 Occupying a similar status

specific sexual subject. It can also materialize a spatial and discursive

of uncomfortable biographical excesses is a private photo album from one of

approach to display that utopically imagines new forms of sexual

ONE Archive’s most important supporters and donors Reed Erickson. Reed’s

sociality and collectivity between bodies, things, and nations in public

initially enthusiastic and supportive relationship with One Inc. later turned hostile

institutional display spaces, such as museums.8

and is a point of controversy within the history of the archives. Additionally
Reed’s preoccupation with new age science and otherworldly forces, personal

Vargas undertakes a practice of queer curatorship to resist the mainstreaming

idiosyncrasies and late life withdrawal into drug use pose a difficult and ethically

of LGBT histories and begin to display the messy and complex contents and

fraught biography for recuperative historians. Weaving fictional mythology with

structure of the archive. As a curatorial project 99 Objects works to construct

community memory Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects: Legends & Mythologies

historical narratives about transgender art and culture; it also develops critical

is positioned as a conversation that questions and exceeds reliable forms of

theories of curating and writing these histories.

historical explanation during an important contemporary moment of widespread

As an exhibition, 99 Objects challenges the archives to display reflexively

trans visibility and movement building.

imagined mythologies and difficult legends. Nicki Green’s work It’s Almost As if

Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects performs an excellent example

We’ve Existed (2015) imagines an unknown trans mythology based on existing

of deconstructing historical discourse while simultaneously constituting it.

A recent exhibition at Toronto’s Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives (CLGA)

Rather, the colourful space feels like one in which, depending upon the time

is exemplary of how display can implicate historic and contemporary queer

of day you arrive, you could find people digitizing VHS tapes at the large work

bodies beyond objects or images. Tape Condition: degraded is a site-specific

table, dreaming and drawing up sexy porn ideas at the drafting table, or pulling

collaborative installation by academic Cait McKinney and artist Hazel Meyer.

out the video camera and pushing aside the furniture to shoot their very own

The exhibition was inspired by McKinney and Meyer’s discovery that the CLGA

dream tapes against the vibrant green screen wall. Various objects such as tools,

holds a collection of over 800 VHS porn tapes. Spending two years watching,

props, contemporary artworks, archived party flyers and newspaper clippings

rewinding and reporting the condition of the tapes, the pair began to fantasize

co-mingle in the space. The ways in which the objects are displayed is as, if not

about their dream tapes—tapes that were homemade, kinky tapes, tapes with

more, suggestive than the objects themselves. A full wall of pink pegboard is

women, trans folks, people of colour, and people with non-normative bodies.

devoted to displaying a mix of art, sex toys, and activist tools, suggesting visitors

Finding little to none of these dream tapes in a collection that was built through

may easily employ the objects for a variety of purposes both inside and outside

donation and is largely commercially produced gay male porn from the 1980s

of the space.

and 1990s, McKinney and Meyer began to imagine a different kind of archive.

The set-up of the exhibition as equal parts archive, digitization suite,

Rather than focus on reconstructing absences or nostalgia, the installation

pervy queer zone, sex dungeon and community recreation room invite embodied

realizes a multifunctional space for watching, archiving and creating queer porn

and imaginative responses to the installation. Tyburczy argues that this focus on

in the CLGA’s gallery.

embodied response is central to a queer praxis of display. She states;

In a departure from the CLGA’s more formal exhibitions of contemporary
art and archive ephemera, Tape Condition: degraded seeks to dislocate visitors

This approach to display as a materialization of queer theory and as

from the archive proper. Requiring visitors to duck through a jagged hole bashed

a mode of queer world making draws inspiration from theater and

into a false wall built over the gallery’s usually generous entrance (the wall once

performance studies scholars who prioritize questions of embodiment

proposed as protection against police raids), Tape Condition: degraded doesn’t

and corporeal histories to forge new paths for rethinking display

immediately feel like an art installation. It doesn’t really feel like an archive either.

in museums. These scholars agree that, like in theaters, museums

It feels domestic, colourful, welcoming, kitschy and sexy in a secret and seedy

carefully position viewers in particular scenes of meaning making

way. There is no customary vinyl on the wall proclaiming the title of the show, no

where knowledge and the organization of that knowledge have always

works loudly declaring their status as art, and no densely packed archive stacks.

been staged.11

Tape Condition: degraded is staged around generations of queer desire. As the

the exhibition acknowledges that often objects from these narratives do not

exhibition demonstrates queer desire does actually manifest in the material

exist for specific reasons and responds creatively. Doubly appropriate for an

world, though often fleeting ways. Historian Nick Matte describes in the

exhibition about queer sexual subjectivities, Tape Condition: degraded promotes

exhibition’s publication how, “there is something so emotional about creating a

promiscuous knowledge in the form of gossip, anecdotes, unofficial histories,

new world with pleasure and finding refuge and relief through sex, in healing the

and dirty desires. A free publication brings together the dream tapes of eleven

damages done, over the years, if only temporarily”.12 Lauren Berlant and Michael

artists, activists and thinkers illustrated in Meyer’s signature black and white

Warner further describe practices of queer worlding elaborating that, “queer

ink drawings. The dream tapes center fantasy, mythology, and personal desire

culture has learned not only how to sexualize these other [non-normative]

as generative points of approaching the absent and the unknown in the CLGA’s

relations but how to use them as a context for witnessing intense and personal

holdings. Creating a space of potential, the exhibition is suspended between the

affect while elaborating a public world of belonging and transformation”.13 Within

archive’s past and the present, activating what exists in archives but cannot be

the small space of the CLGA’s gallery McKinney and Meyer draw on the archive’s

seen, as Ulrike Müller describes, “things that are intensely felt but that cannot be

capacity to be a community hub and shared repository, using queer traditions of

pinned down. Iconographies of what could be, under other political conditions”.15

world making to construct a colourful cosmos of queer desire and agency.

Both Tape Condition: degraded and Trans Hirstory in 99 Objects: Legends

Like Vargas, McKinney and Meyer advocate the potential of archives to

and Mythologies develop complex critical strategies of queer curatorship and

stage expanded narratives of queer and trans history while remaining critical

community knowledge sharing grounded in committed archival research. They

of recuperative representations tempered by respectability politics. The pair

do this through creative, collaborative, non-traditional, and unusual display

seeks to acknowledge the conditions of class, race, and gender privilege that

frameworks that mix contemporary art with historical objects. By placing equal

govern the archive’s limited holdings. Juan Maria reminds us that institutions

value on legitimate and illegitimate forms of knowledge the exhibitions revere

are founded on divisions between legitimacy and illegitimacy and it is thus

and critique the archive simultaneously. Writing extensively on archives Ann

imperative to “challenge how legitimacy is established and the forms of power

Cvetkovich has asserted that “we need both, a passion for alternative collections

it serves and upholds. Our response to risk needs to be about generating

and ongoing attention to absences that can’t be filled”, because what is at stake

promiscuous forms of knowledge production, responding with activist creativity

is “not just inclusion but transformation of what counts as an archive and

and intellectual agility rather than efforts to conserve or canonize”.

Rather

innovative approaches to an engaged public history that connects the past with

than creating a formalized counter-archive to flesh out marginalized narratives,

the present to create a history of the present.”16 Certainly not a coincidence that

14

both exhibitions were masterminded by artists, these exhibitions demonstrate

exhibitions/motha-and-chris-e-vargas-present-trans-hirstory-in-99-objects.

that creative display of unlikely objects can stage a necessary and productive

5. Vargas 4.

tension from which to approach the complexities of constituting history.

6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.

Notes

8. Jennifer Tyburczy, Sex Museums: The Politics and Performance of Display,
(Chicago;London: The University of Chicago Press, 2016), 4.

1. Jennifer Doyle, “Queer Wallpaper”, A Companion to Contemporary Art Since

9. Abram J. Lewis, ““I am 64 and Paul McCartney Doesn’t Care”: The Haunting

1945, ed. Amelia Jones. (Malden, MA : Blackwell Pub., 2006).

of the Transgender Archive and the Challenges of Queer History”, Radical History

2. Céline Condorelli, “In Support: a theoretical and practical investigation into

Review 120 (Fall 2014), 14.

forms of display”, (PhD thesis, Goldsmiths University of London, 2014), 8.

10. Ibid.

3. Chris E. Vargas, “An Introduction”, Transgender Hirstory in 99 Objects: Legends

11. Tyburczy 5.

and Mythologies, exhibition catalogue (Los Angeles: ONE National Gay and

12. Nick Matte, “Dream Tape”, Tape Condition: degraded, exhibition catalogue,

Lesbian Archives, 2015), 3.

Hazel Meyer and Cait McKinney, (Toronto: Canadian Lesbian and Gay Archives,

*Hirstory is like the feminist reclamation term herstory but utilizes the pronoun

2016) 7.

hir, a gender neutral pronoun.

13. Michael Warner and Lauren Berlant, “Sex in Public”, Publics

4. The second iteration of the exhibition series is currently on view from August

Counterpublics, (Brooklyn: Zone Books, 2002), 199.

13, 2016 — June 04, 2017 at The Henry Gallery in Seattle. This iteration focuses

14. Anjali Arondekar, Ann Cvetkovich, Christina B. Hanhardt, Regina Kunzel,

on “lives and experiences specific to Seattle and the greater Pacific Northwest:

Tavia Nyong’o, Juana María Rodríguez, Susan Stryker, Daniel Marshall, Kevin P.

individuals including Nell Pickerell (also known as Harry Allen and Harry

Murphy, and Zeb Tortorici, “Queering Archives: A Roundtable”, Radical History

Livingston [1882-1922]), and Marsha Botzer, transgender activist and founder

Review 2015 (122): 222-3.

of Ingersoll Gender Center (1977); and places such as The Garden of Allah,

15. Ulrike Müller, “Notes on Herstory Inventory: A Collaborative Work in Progress”,

a social gathering space popular in the years after World War II known for its

in Cruising the Archive, ed. David Franz and Mia Locks, (Los Angeles, ONE

female impersonator cabaret acts”. “MOTHA and Chris E. Vargas Present: Trans

National Gay and Lesbian Archives, 2011), 135.

History in 99 Objects”, The Henry, accessed 07/10/2016, https://henryart.org/

16. Anjali Arondekar et al. 222.
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“[...] this will be my attempt to destroy a memory that doesn’t know how to erase
itself” -Rabih Mroue

Au Revoir, Licorice Whip
A Speculative Auto-Epitaph

I have been thinking a lot about memory lately. Over the course of the past five
years I have moved house three times and ended one bad relationship as well as
two good ones. When I am not at work or with other people I’ve found myself in a
near constant windstorm of flashbacks and reverie. I feel as if I have entered an
obscure rhythm of packing and unpacking my things that only “army brats” on
TV shows can achieve. Except I am much older, and I have no parents to blame

Keely McCavitt

for my transience; just myself.
This isn’t to say I am unhappy. In fact I haven’t felt more like myself in a long
time. Or perhaps it would be more appropriate to say that I have become happily
accustomed with the version of myself I have developed into at this point. Maybe
in a few years I’ll be somebody else. Regardless, this much mobility requires
many boxes to be dragged around, and forces one to face what it is that can
be deemed worthy to bring along and what to turf. It is in this intense scrutiny
of one’s belongings that one ironically seems to go blind, and the moving truck
is just as (if not more) jam-packed as it was the last time you loaded your life
into it. Memory has a lot to do with the meanings we assign to objects, but it is
also about burden. I don’t just mean the physical weight of boxes. As I drove the
final U-haul into my new neighbourhood and my middle-age, I felt heavy with the
weight of many years lived. Between the ends and new beginnings, the shifting

Based on the exhibition “Licorice Whip,” 2016, Bookcase Micromuseum

figure that constitutes “me”, I was feeling bogged down. I was dragging myself.

That is why upon this most recent unpacking, I had to kill Licorice Whip.

the bunch. The secret keeper. LW liked that. I remember their excitement the
first time they came back from P.E and a real, earnest, letter was slipped into

Once I had finally accepted that I would be staying in my new place long-term,

her locker. Soon more letters came, and eventually it averaged to about one

I got around to opening boxes ( some of which had gone un-opened through

or two a week even from people LW was not close with. LW knew what was on

multiple moves). I found the box full of yearbooks and letters one night while

everybody’s mind, and with uncanny self control for a 15 year old, never divulged

sitting on the floor surrounded by university awards, a signed hockey jersey, and

the letter’s secrets to anybody, not even her closest friends. If I still considered

the remnants of a stamp collection. Looking upon these relics of my highschool

LW part of me, I might feel a bit of pride in that fact. But that would be absurd.

years I felt oddly detached. These were mine, this was me, but it all looked and felt

I look through all the letters and the small problems that seemed so large and

too alien to be true. I look at my photo and imagine myself -- or rather, I imagine

can’t help but wonder why the hell do I still have all of this. I pull out my scale and

Licorice Whip -- sitting there, staring out of the frame of the photo with that

plunk the box with all the year books, the letters, and the rest of the high school

smug grin and outdated coiffe. What did she think about during the languishing

memorabilia on it. I consider some mathematical comparisons. I weigh 150lbs.

years since this yearbook was last opened? God, I think it had been more than

the box that constitutes Licorice Whip weighs 30lbs. But she feels much heavier.

twenty. Did the passing time serve as an embarrassment while she was forced

Why did I drag this with me. Why did I let this slow me down.

to sit there smiling? Are these appropriate questions for an adult to ask a faded
image printed by a bubble jet printer? The experience proved to intensify the

It is not as if LW is the only “me” there has been. She is one of many. There was

heavy feeling in my chest as I considered the past.

the eight year old obsessed with bats and corduroy pants, the university student
with the army boots who smoked Belmonts, and of course me now: the middle-

It was a time where everything was either the best or the worst, the kind of

aged divorcée who has developed a sudden and unfounded adoration for not

extremes only a comfortable and relatively privileged childhood can allow in a

only C.C.R’s greatest hits, but also scotch mints (the kind they serve at funeral

teenager. The losses weren’t real losses, and her triumphs weren’t triumphs at

homes and bad restaurants). So your guess is as good as mine when it comes

all. Back in the day, when people would ask Licorice Whip where the name came

to the question of why LW’s presence bothered me so much, why I felt it was her

from, she would say she couldn’t tell because it was a secret. Today I say I can’t

that needed to be erased.

tell you because I honestly do not remember. I do remember that it started as
an inside joke within her group of friends, all about LW being the “therapist” of

I think the most challenging thing to comprehend is how memory and meaning

can be so reliably inconsistent, but so simultaneously accumulative. Like rings in

me alone. It speaks a language only I can hear. So it was, in a way, a fight to the

a tree, each passing year expands the size and weight of the memory object as

death. Unfortunately for Licorice Whip, there ain’t enough room in this bungalow

more and more power is attributed to each. Even though LW hadn’t crossed my

for the both of us.

mind in years she was still there in the background. Gaining power, sucking up
energy. It was funny for me to think of these things as I was sitting cross-legged

A friend of a friend recently started working at the university. They had mentioned

on my living room floor looking at these letters. Even more funny to me, was that

in passing a small museum run out of a Professor’s office in another department.

regardless of how unbearable the weight of meanings can continue to become

It was an odd thought, but I figured this would be as good as any solution. I

as the years fly, the moment I die so does that meaning: it belongs to me and

would abandon LW on a doorstep, they would put her on display, she she would

disappear for good. Was this a strange choice? Certainly. Would I have thought

meaning... more generalized webs. Perhaps they will serve as a subject through

a few months ago that I would handle both my literal and emotional baggage

which to explore Canadian adolescent experience. Maybe they will be simply

this way? I am not sure. Either way, LW’s fate would not be the bonfire pit or the

the subject of mild interest and eventual shredding. I read somewhere that a

dump. Cremation has always made my skin crawl, and burial is too biblical even

museum is where things go to die. Although I assume the sentiment is supposed

if it is in a mountain of garbage. I choose to think of this late-night drop-off as the

to be political, for my own purposes I have always thought it was kind of nice. As

equivalent of organ donation for memories. “Leave my body to the academy”

I drove away from the address having unceremoniously dumped the box on the

croak the letters feebly. Their pieces will be reanimated through new webs of

doorstep, I think I understood it better than ever. I wonder if this is how artists

feel when they finish work that they have been slaving over when it finally gets

is the farewell tour, a final hoorah for the person who is only a memory now. To

taken off their hands. Happy to be rid of it. Glad that it is out of sight, out of mind.

get them out of my life, and out of that damn box. The letters will get a few fresh

I guess I could flatter myself and say I am an artist too. Instead of paints I used

reads by fresh eyes, the spines of the year books get ceremoniously cracked.

other people’s pubescent woes, a cardboard box, and my apparent aversion to

And then it is done. They are finally laid to rest in somebody else’s cardboard

throwing anything away.

boxes.
Not mine.

I toyed with the idea of visiting the Bookcase museum while the letters and
yearbooks were on display, even though I knew I’d stick out like a sore thumb.
If everybody was standing around saying “ who is Licorice Whip?”, and “ It isn’t
me”, a complete stranger showing up to the office would be a dead give away.
I could make up an excuse outside of exhibition hours, I thought. I would be
an overbearing parent coming by with questions about a course for my child.

“Memory is delay, memory is a fragment, memory is of the body that passed,

Maybe I could be lost on campus and looking for directions, or, if I was feeling

memory is the trace of a wave goodbye made with a slightly clenched fist”

particularly daring, I could be a faculty member from a different department

-Robert Morris

“popping in”. I knew all of these thoughts were ridiculous, and that it was best
to leave it be now. Besides, it wouldn’t really be my stuff on display. It’s Licorice

The metaphysical transformation of a personal object or objects into museum

Whip’s. Now the letters meant something completely different.

objects is all about the framing (be it literal or metaphorical) and making
generalizing assumptions. The museum is a place where the personal intersects

Sometimes I wonder what the people who handled and saw the old letters and

with discourse and is changed by it. We see two often separate and interesting

books must have thought of me. Dropping those things on a doorstep late at

worlds colliding when your great grandmother’s fine china given to her by her

night, inserting myself into their project and day-to-day life uninvited. Do they

merchant lover in 1920 becomes sterilized as part of the domestic collection at

suspect somebody they know? Do they find the gesture self-indulgent? Only

a local museum ( not to mention a fine example of high-temperature glazing).

I know the truth. This was not a desperate attempt at reliving the past by a
Licorice Whip gone to seed, no, that lacks the subtle curvatures of real life. This

The yearbooks from the 1990s and the letters addressed to Licorice Whip were

donated anonymously to the Bookcase Micromuseum and Lending Library in
April of 2016. They were exhibited alongside Bronze, Silver and Gold on the upper
exhibition shelf (curated by Matthew Ryan Smith), under the exhibition title Teen
Dream rounding off the exhibition season. The donor dropped the ephemera off
in the same manner I have described above. We are left to speculate the rest.
Although the mystery of the donor played a large role in the mystique of this
exhibition in particular, one cannot help but see this mystery as essential to
museum objects en masse.
Using parafiction in this way is an exercise in demonstrative truth through fiction.
I guarantee you that I have no “insider information”: I create this narrative as an
objective museum guest, and rewrite history all over again. The same way all of
us do each time we look upon gallery and museum objects regardless of how
much we do or do not know. Only collected objects know all of their complex,
silent, histories. Regardless of the severity of interrogation by even the deadliest
of professionals (historians and registrars, mostly), they simply will not talk.
Snitches, it would appear, get stitches.
Last but not least: after careful consideration the letters were thrown out after
the exhibition’s end. It seems burial was unavoidable. ” Licorice Whip” has not
been identified, and I certainly am not them myself. In many ways, however,
neither is the donor.

Exhibitions

Plastiglomerate
Kelly Jazvac
September 3, 2014-November 24, 2014
In 2013 Kelly Jazvac, alongside geologist Patricia Corcoran from Western University, Canada, traveled to
Hawaii where they discovered a new form of stone: they called it plastiglomerate. This unsettling amalgam of
plastic waste in the Pacific Ocean fusing oceanic lava rock, coral, and sediment is a scientifically recognized
harbinger of the anthropocene era; a hot-button geologic term describing the present and future earth as
irrevocably shaped by human activity.

Concert Air
Laura Mundinger
November 26, 2014-February 4, 2015
What is the point at which fandom becomes obsession? Music fandom is often portrayed as a relatively
acceptable form of passionate addiction, although such fixation tends to be more surprising when the
bands in question are pop acts like Hanson, the Moffatts and Hilary Duff. Concert Air documents Londoner
Laura Mundinger’s obsession with sugar pop bands and the alternate reality they offered: one where the
difficulties of daily existence, bullying and disaffection could be actively avoided. The Concert Air exhibition
includes water bottles used to capture the air at concerts (a literal attempt to collect atmosphere), key
chains and knick knacks with the name “Bob” (for Bob Moffatt), dozens of movie tickets for Hilary Duff
movies (with dates on the tickets clearly showing that films were often viewed numerous times in a single
day), and Greyhound tickets for concerts in London, Guelph, Toronto and elsewhere. When Southwest
Ontario tours for these bands took place, Mundinger would attend every show within a 5-hour radius,
experiencing the identical set list, often multiple times in the same week. The centerpiece of the exhibition
is a mouth retainer, into the resin of which Mundinger convinced her dentist to incorporate a picture of
Bob Moffatt, such that fandom could be literally taken into the body. In Concert Air, fandom is innocent
and active, obsessive and taxonomic. From collecting the air of fantasy moments to the flesh-on-plastic
integration of the singer of a boy band, this exhibition documents the extents of fandom, and the archiving
impulse to hang on to those souvenirs and memories years after the actual events.

Touching History
Rehab Nazzal
February 4, 2015-March 25, 2015
How does it feel to be tending your ancient olive grove, on a Spring day, in the land known by its inhabitant
as the “mother of all beginnings and of all endings,” when suddenly your fingers touch clay pots made some
1700 years ago? What feelings do you experience when touching items created and used by your ancestors
in the 3rd century?
The objects in this exhibition were found in Palestine ten years and three wars ago, buried under the red
Mediterranean soil in a family olive grove located in the northern part of the country. Only olive trees, in their
tranquility in place and the passages of time, can truly tell the real story of these objects. Only the olive trees
can testify as to whether these objects were buried with deceased ancestors, to serve them in the afterlife
(as archeologists claim), or were buried as a result of violence of war, along with those who had made them.
These objects have traces from the Roman Empire and the consequent rising and failing empires in Palestine. Their texture, color, shape and fractures are testament to the life that existed there, and to the fragility
of our own existence.
As part of a personal collection, these objects defy any monetary value that is attached to such items and
resist commodification. They can be smelled, touched, or just looked at. Their display in the Bookcase micro-museum can convey the connection between knowledge and living and surviving. Knowledge and food
nurture the mind and the body: feeding the mind, feeding the body, these are proverbs known by all cultures.

Penned Again
John Hatch
March 25, 2015-June 30, 2015
John Hatch writes of his collection of nearly 120 pens: “My collecting of pens started rather innocently with
the gift of a couple of vintage pens from my father in the late 1970s. I do use every pen in my collection,
rotating on a regular basis. I do still write a lot despite loving computers and mobile devices.” For the next
five weeks, twenty-four pens selected from Dr. Hatch’s collection will be on display at the Bookcase, ranging
from the Montegrappa Van Gogh Arles pen: “part of a line of pens by Montegrappa inspired by artists, this
one’s colour is a resin transcription of the colour palette of Van Gogh’s painting Bedroom in Arles (1888)”
to the striped pattern of the Pelikan Ductus (shown above), which “came to be referred to unofficially as
the Stresemann, named after the Weimar foreign minister Gustav Stresemann who was famous for his
pinstripe suits.” A full itemized catalogue with information on each pen accompanies the show.

Millefeuille and Flipper A
Christof Migone
September 15, 2015-November 4, 2015
Millefeuille is a pile of one thousand blank pages torn from books in Migone’s library. Millefeuille in French
literally means one thousand sheets, leaves or pages. It is also the name for a type of pastry. Migone writes,
“Some books have no blank pages, quite a few have one in the front and one in the back, some have several.
I rip all of the ones I find. On each page I write the title and author of the book it is torn from, then assemble
the layers and serve this pastry to all the bibliophiles.” Millefeuille (2006) will be on display in the Bookcase
while a second edition, Millefeuille 2 (2013) is showing at QueenSpecific in Toronto.
Flipper A (2007) is an audio flipbook of 99 books starting with the letter ‘A’ culled from the Paul D. Fleck
Library and Archives of the Banff Center for the Arts. The recordings are left largely unaltered. The flipping
action is miked closely in order to transpose physical materiality to the sonic realm. Each book’s weight,
size, binding affects how a book will flip and consequently how a book sounds.

Bone Sentence
Patrick Mahon
found bone, glass, two 3-d plastic prints
1987/2007/2015
This work-in-progress places a bleached caribou rib found while walking on the land in Nunavut alongside one
of a group of glass ‘bones’ that Mahon made for the exhibition, “Cold Storage,” (2007-09), and also includes
two newly generated 3-D print facsimiles. Mahon’s interest in setting up this linear material ‘progression’ is an
attempt to make an allegory; placing what Andrew Hunter refers to as “a fragile reminder of an early form of
Northern waste” together with two objects invoking apparent material cultural advancement, while setting a
curiously timeless variation on a bone-like form in the centre of the string.[i] In some promotional materials
for the forthcoming volume, Shipwreck Modernity, Mahon’s recent collaborator, author Steve Mentz is said to
“reveal the surprisingly modern truths to be found in some early stories of ecological collapse.” The impulse
to read events and objects, even detritus, from the historical past as simultaneously predictive and fantastical
is the intention.
Cedar Strip
Coral Rose Carson
found boat, cedar
2015
Cedar strip boats are used at fishing lodges in Northern Ontario, including the Esnagami Lodge where Carson worked in the summer of 2015. At the end of the summer, the boats are burned in an annual bonfire, to
prevent possible leaks and make room for new boats that will arrive the next season. Carson writes, “These
cedar strips were more than firewood to me, they represent so much more than pieces of wood.” She was
able to rescue a single large piece, which she transported on a twenty-seven hour journey that included a
Cessna floatplane, a car, an overnight train and the commuter train to Oshawa. The cedar strip now sits in
The Bookcase evoking the shipwreck modernity found in Mahon’s “Bone Sentence,” a reminder of summer,
the north, and the passing of time.
[i] Andrew Hunter. “Ideas of North”, in Patrick Mahon: Cold Storage, Render (University of Waterloo Art Gallery), 2007, p. 27.

The Mushroom Festival
March 17, 2016
On March 17, 2016, The Bookcase hosted the one day Mushroom Festival! Featuring artworks by local,
national, and international artists, as well as mushroom treats, and a guide to local mushrooms by Western
University fungi experts, the Mushroom Festival was a one day mycology extravaganza. Visitors could view
sculptures, drawings, a bookwork, and other art works by Paul Chartrand and Simone Sciascetti and tour
the forest of mushroom art, and peruse mushroom-focused books from the Bookcase’s collection. At
midday, fungi expert Dr. R. Greg Thorne gave a talk, and visitors viewed mushroom samples (including a
19th century Death Angel) with Nimalka Weerasuriya. We all ate mushroom soup and mushroom tarts and
the brave tried truffle honey and marmite.
Throughout the day, visitors tried Alexis William’s Mushroom Oracle, “a tarot deck for artists, scientists and
spiritual explorers that draws from biology and mythology to deliver words of wisdom from the mushroom
spirits.” They watched a screening of Christopher Kennedy’s Mycological Provisions, “an interview project
archiving the stories of four contemporary artists while hunting for mushrooms in the summer of 2013,” and
relaxed to the sounds of LaSaM Experimental Music Unit’s Music for Mycologists, a response to the work of
John Cage, himself an avid mycologist.

Whine and Cheese
March 24, 2016
In late March, the Bookcase hosted a popup exhibition of a sad Brownie’s cheese label collection, considered
“too weird” by the pack leader to merit a collection badge (in 1982). Students and faculty were invited into
the museum to write out a sad story on a library card, to place the card in one of the library’s books, and
then to drown their sorrows and end of semester angst in cheese.

Teen Dream
April 6, 2016-April 24, 2016
Bronze, Silver, and Gold
guest curator: Matthew Ryan Smith
This small collection of figure skating ephemera reads as a micro-simulacrum of the larger world of
competitive figure skating; it serves as an unconventional travelogue that records the places I’ve visited
to compete—Oshawa to Sarnia, St. John’s and Saskatoon. As such, it is part archive, part collection, and
part autobiography that may be as reflective of me as it is a small segment of Canadiana. There is a darker
side to these inanimate objects, however: the ruthless politics of competitive figure skating, the regret of
quitting too early and of not pursuing coaching as a means of employment, the sting of nostalgia, the onset
of arthritis in my knees and toes from repetitive movement, and the nagging question of “what could have
been?” Yet this collection of medals, skates, and Beanie Babies may just be quirky and compelling aesthetic
objects—red, white, and blue ribbon matched with bronze, silver, and gold.
“Dear Licorice Whip,”
This small exhibition documents the saved locker notes of the pseudonymous Licorice Whip, a high school
student in the 1990s. Tales of friendship, enmity, judgment, and kindness are decorated with doodles and
folded into intricate shapes, all together evidencing the highs and lows of teenage life. Licorice Whip was
evidently a central figure in the dramas of her high school, a friend to the many who wrote to her for advice,
confessed their crushes, or flew into angrily-written rages at the various mishaps of life. Accompanied with
found photographs and yearbooks, “Dear Licorice Whip” is all about big hair, junk food, and dating, but also
about very real problems, among them loss, confusion, and anger. Donated anonymously to the Bookcase,
the Dear Licorice Whip notes are part of a lost tradition – the material recordings of angst, drama, and love.

Someone Else’s Reverie: Chesterfield Revisited
Jenna Faye Powell
September 26, 2016-October 26, 2016.
Someone Else’s Reverie consists of miniatures that artist and curator Jenna Faye Powell has been collecting
for the past twelve years. After the “great miniature purge” of 2015, these objects were kept purely for
sentimental reasons. Many of these miniatures were acquired or built for Powell’s 2012 MFA graduating
exhibition Welcome to Chesterfield, where they were used as models for her paintings. Chesterfield is
a fictional city. It is an illusory place Powell lovingly created to support and develop the many aesthetic,
theoretical, and historical inquiries she has around the middle class lifestyle in the suburbs – its perks, its
privileges. Chesterfield is constantly changing and adapting to suit her interests. It is a place brimming with
mundane everydayness; it is both fantastical and pathetic, full of romance and familiarity. But, Chesterfield
is not all laughter and sunshine. From gentrification to poor air quality, Chesterfield is known to absorb
real-life problems. The creation story of Chesterfield is one full of contradictions, irony (and failed irony),
autobiographical confessions, illusions and allusions, and unguided exploration: Welcome to Chesterfield.
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